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business. However, they always reconsider their traditionand seriously

cultivate what they can transmitand change. Their brand name

(Kanban) is one of the fruits produced from such efforts.The old

established companies have only to stick to and continue to maintain

their tradition,but also have not blindly deny their traditions.They

have esteemed their traditions,have tried to conquest them and

thereby they have enhanced their sustainability.We can say that it is

the essence of the wisdom of the old establishedcompanies (Figure 15).

Heretofore, we observed the common factors for centenarian

companies. It goeswithout saying that allthe old established companies

have accomplished the same strategic behaviors for enhancing their

sustainability.In this way, several points as mentioned above were on

the general theory.
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weaknesses.

The most important rational behaviors are both the succession and

change of technology and transactions and the reinforcing the

strengths, as mentioned above. SMMCs have survived with higher

economic performance by fortifying their inheritance of technology and

transaction relationships and changing them at first to make their

strengths stronger yet. Then they have challenged their traditions to

overcome their weaknesses.

The old established companies have precious heritage from the past.

It is another essence for the company not to blindly deny all of their

past, but encourage them affirmatively then change them. The

challenge to tradition without the succession is not springboard for

survival, nor stubborn observation of the past without challenge. This is

a essence ofSMCCs management.

Enhancing Sustainability

The dialectic resolution of tradition and revolution is the reason why

the old established companies have been able to survive for so long. If

the companies preserve their tradition, they sacrifice their innovation.

On the contrary, if they pursue only innovation, they may destroy their

tradition. The old established companies have resolved and will resolve

their contradiction, then enhance their strengths and overcome their

weaknesses through inheriting and innovating technologies and

relationships with suppliers and customers.

We usually image the old established companies as ones which have

no innovation and have continued to run their traditional obsolete
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effects on the succession and change of technology and transactions

and personal succession, so that it strengthens a company's traditions

through the succession of the past.

Succession and Change to Strengths,

Challenge to Weaknesses

Furthermore, the correlation analysis reveals that the rational

behaviors, the succession and change of technology and transaction, is

effective to the reinforcing the strength, but there are no significant

relations to overcoming the weaknesses. On the contrary, the rational

behavior of the challenge to tradition is effective in overcoming the

Table 7. CorrelationAnalysis of Family Precepts and

Rational Behaviors and Strength/Weakness

(correlationcoefficient)

Table 8. The Rational Behaviors and the Strength/Weakness

(correlationcoefficient)
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The analysis shows that SMMCs have to reinforce their own

strengths first,andthen overcome their weaknesses in competition. The

theory of corporate strategy stresses the SWOT-Strengths, Weak-

nesses, Opportunities, and Threats-analysis, and balance between

strengths and weaknesses, however it never shows which factor is

important for the competition. The results reveal that reinforcing of the

strengths is more important than overcoming of weaknesses when the

company wants to survive and attain competitive advantage.

Succession by Vision

The family precepts has significant effect on economic performance,

as shown above. It has functions to guide fundamental orientation for

business, support as a mental pillar, and enhance identification of

employees. A factor analysis, however, shows that they are explained

by one factor, though they seem to operate individually. The family

precepts guides the orientation, supports management as a mental

pillar,and enhance the identification at the same time.

Our correlation analysis indicates that the family precepts positive

effect onboth the succession and change of technology and transac-

tions, and personal succession. However, it does not effect on the

challenge to tradition. Thus, the family precepts selectively affect on

the rational behaviors. It is a corporate vision that promotes the

succession of technologies, transaction relationships, and founding

family. That is, it leads to the inheritance of wisdom that resides in

technology, transactions, and human factors.

The family precepts also have a positive effect on the strengths and

weaknesses. It positively influences the reinforcement of the strengths,

but do not affect the overcoming of the weakness. It has positive
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new products and businesses, and modernizing management systems.

The third one is personal succession, which consists of one behavior,

succeeding a business by the founding family. The succession by the

family is important, but not as much as to the firsttwo factors.

The comprehensive image of SMMCs is that they are very

conservative,sticking to traditionand denying changes. However, the

realityis that are very aggressive towards change. They of course

succeed theirheritage,on the other hand positivelyencourage changes

to overcome themselves at the same time. Therefore, their survival

comes from their continuous effortstoward succession, change, and

challenge.

Strengths at First, then Weaknesses

Our factor analysisalso indicates that the strengths and weaknesses

of SMMCs are explained by two factors,reinforcingof strengths and

overcoming of weaknesses. The first factor, the reinforcing of

strengths, consists of four elements, brand or good-will, accumulated

technologies, close connections with communities, and unchanging

traditionalproducts. The second one, overcoming of weaknesses,

consistsof two elements, hurdlinginflexibilityand outdated old image.

Table 6. Factor Analysisof Strengths/Weaknesses
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per employee. The behaviors enhance increasing profits.The SMMCs'

basic corporate objective seems not to pursue the scale merit, but to

increase profit.This is very different from the behaviors of so called

Japanese companies where the market share is the firstand most

important aim. Here dwells the second essence of the SMMCs'

management.

Succession, Change, and Challenge

The old established companies do not undertake rational behaviors

individually,nor seek strength and weakness one by one, instead they

pursue the consistenciesin them. They seek synergy and synchrony,

both in the behaviors and strengths/weaknesses, so that they can enjoy

the totalityor integration.

Table 5. Factor Analysisof the RationalBehaviors

A factor analysis reveals that rational behaviors for the survival can

be categorized into three factors. The first factor is called succession

and change of technology and transaction, which consists of three

behaviors, inheriting one's own technology and developing it, observing

unique technology, and maintaining good relationships with suppliers

and customers. The second factor is the challenge to tradition, which

consists of three behaviors, observing tradition, endeavoring to develop
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Table 3. Survival and Rational Behaviors and Strengths/Weaknesses

Not Market Share, but Profit

On the other hand, we analyze these behaviors through economic

performance. The performance is evaluated in terms of scale such as

capital,sales volume, number of employees, sales per employee, and

profit,for instance, ordinary profit,profit per employee, profit per

capital,and profitper sales(Table 4).

Both the behaviors and strengths/weaknesses have positive effects

on the scale,capitaland number of employees. They have both positive

and negative effectson the sale volume, but negative influence on the

sales per employee. Hence.the behaviors for surviving and reinforcing

incline to hamper theirgrowth in scale.

There are positiveeffectson the profit,profit per sales,and profit
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･ They have observed traditionand have not expanded their own

businesses beyond theircapabilities.

･ They have always attempted to develop new products and new

businesses.

･ They have modernized, rationalized,and up-dated their manage-

ment systems.

･ They have inherited their own technology, and reinforced and

developed it.

･ They have always searched for new suppliersand customers.

･ They have observed unique technology.

･ They have kept good relationshipswith suppliersand customers.

･ They have inherited business by the founding family.

The behaviors have produced not only their strengths, but also

weaknesses as following. The old established companies reinforce the

strengths while reducing weaknesses through the behaviors.

･ strength of the brand, or good-will

･ strength of accumulated technology

･ strength of close connections with communities

･ strength of the unchanging traditionalproducts

･ weakness of inflexibilityof the company

･ weakness of old image of the company

An analysis of our data shows that allbehaviorsand all strengths/

weaknesses do not affect the survival.Only the observation of unique

technology and the accumulated technology have positiveinfluences on

it. That is to say, one of the SMMCs' wisdom concerns on the

succession and accumulation of their unique technologies(Table 3).
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In short, the three sacred principles are not necessarily exclusive

factors for sustainability. If those alone are not conditions for survival,

then what else makes them survive?

In Search of the Essence of SMMCs' Management

SMMCs survive not because they are lucky enough, but because they

have had strong intentions and rational behaviors in overcoming

troubled times. We will analyze these rational behaviors and com-

petitiveness of the companies based on the following framework (See

Figure 14).

Wisdom in Technology

The followings are the behaviors that have been found to contribute

to survivalsof SMMCs. And it is these intentions or rationalbehaviors

which are the foundation of the long-lived SMCs4>.
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Table 2. The Three Sacred Principles and Economic Performance

scale.

The succession of the founding family in both ownership and

management has negative influences on scales of capital and sales per

employee. It is becoming more and more difficultfor the family to

continue the dictatorshipas their company grows. If the families want

to make their companies bigger,they should relyon visionarysuccession

through the family precepts, rather than the personal one.
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companies have been making all out efforts to survive unstable

environments. They have influenced wisdom of management. What,

then, are the wisdom?

The Three Sacred Principles

The following characteristics are the three sacred principles of the

old established companies, which are said to be the essential factors for

their successes.

･ long-lived business, brand, and good-will, in other words the

continuity of business and brand

U corporate philosophy, principles, and family precepts

･ succession of the founding family

It might be contradictory to judge thecompanies' success in terms of

economic performance, because the success is in their longer survival

itself. However, they live in the economic world, where entity can

survive without economic rationality. Thus the survival must go hand in

hand with the economic performance.

An analysis of the means comparison shows that the continuity of

business doesnot have an effect on the performance, while the

continuity of brand has a positive effect on sales volume but a negative

effect on the profit rate (Table 2). When a company wants to raise

sales volume, it may change brands, but when it seeks profits it should

not change. Hence, the continuity is a useful weapon for a profit

oriented company, but not for the market share or scale orientation.

The existence of family precepts has apositive effect on capital. It

has no significant effects, but similar effects on other variables. Thus,

the family precepts, or corporate philosophy enhances its growth in
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as reason for their success (see Figure 13). Thus, as the result of our

research shows, the old established companies have accumulated

theirown history and experiences through centuries; Although they

have not been subject to the stream of time and environmental

changes, they have worked hard and overcome them. And even now

they are experiencing great change in upheaval. In order to overcome

their problems, they are endeavoring to modernize their management

system and to develop business and products.

The Dialectics of Old Established Companies'

Management

The results of our mail survey indicate that old established
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Why Can the Companies Survive for a Long Time?

Comprehensively speaking, the old established companies, mostly

SMCCs, have tended to be succeeded by the family of a founder, and

they seldom deviate from their traditional main-business and change

both their company name and trade name. Why can they survive for

more than 100 years through environmental changes?

The most important factor is to maintain good relationships with

suppliers andcustomers from generation to generation (see Figure 13).

Considering the fact which these companies regard the development of

suppliers as important, a good relationship with suppliers and customers

has been the base of their survival for over 100 years. In other words,

the old established companies cannot maintained their success for such

a long period without the cooperation of others.

Secondly, the companies surveyed pointed out that succession by

family, the observance of tradition, and the inheritance of technologies
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succeeds to the head of the company. 22% of them are succeeded by a

member of the family regardless of a eldest or not, and 7% are

succeeded by an adopted son. However, the proportion of companies

which do not care about the succession by family members in the

future tends to be increasing,though a majority of them stilldesire to

continue the succession by families(see Figure 10).

With regard to the company name and the trade name, 54% of these

companies hadnever changed them, and only 24% had changed both.

The companies which changed only the trade name were 8%, and the

companies which changed only the company name were 17% (see

Figure 11. and Figure 12).From this,we can see that many companies

have succeeded both their company name and trade name. None-

theless,a few companies have changed their name, in compliance with

business restructuring strategies such as diversificationand the

changing of main business caused by environmental changes.
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types and styles of family precepts have differed? And it has been the

roles of contemporary leaders to exploit such wisdom and experiences.

Succeeding Business and Family

It goes without saying that only a founding father cannot continue to

manage and maintain a centenarian company. Even the shortest lived

companies in our research have been succeeded by three generations,

and the longest one has been succeeded by 46 generations. The

average in all these companies is about 7 generations at present (see

Figure 8).Furthermore, 69% of them are governed by founding family,

and 21% of them have the founding family as majority stock holders. In

this way, most of them have been governed by the founding family

until this days.

Concerning the successors who inherit the companies and family

businesses, 65% of them are "primogeniture" which means the eldest



exist and function as the fundamental business guideline, as the

mental pillarand the identificationas members of the company (see

Figure 7).Unfortunately, due to space constraints,we willnot be able

to refer to each family precepts in this paper. According to other

research concerning them, most of them have transmitted experiences

and belief of founders and primogenitors, who wished to see their

businesses and families flourishthrough the generations3'.Therefore,

lessons, exhortations and warnings were described in most family

precepts. In addition, there are various types and styles of family

precepts, for example itemization,traditionalJapanese poetry, pictures

and verbal transmission.

It is a fact that the old established companies have transmittedtheir

wisdom and experiences for a long time, even though how and what
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Table 1. General Analysis of Old Established Companies

Transmitting Family Precepts

General image of the old established companies is that they have

their own family precepts, which have been transmitted from the

beginnings and have contributed to their long-time survival. In fact, we

could confirm that 83% of the old established companies have

transmitted their family precepts (see Figure 6). These family beliefs
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Based on scale, the companies with a capitalization of 10-30 million

yen comprised 38% of those surveyed and less than 10 million yen

24% (see Figure 3).With regard to number of employees, the companies

of 50-100 employees made up 18 % those surveyed, and the companies

of more than 100 are 27% (see Figure 4).In regard to sales amount, the

companies of 100-1000 million yen numbered 33%, and 1-5 billionsyen

were at 28%. Furthermore, 10% of them are relatively the large

companies capitalized at 90 million yen, with the number of employees

over 200, and the amount of sales at 10 billionyen (see Figure 5).

Thus, the old established companies which we can depict from the

general analysis as above, show the mean characteristics as being 198

years old, with a capitalization of 66.42 million yen, a sales amount of

4.95 billionyen, and employees of 115 (Table 1).
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Most of the 90 SMCCs which responded to our questionnaire were

established in the Edo era (1604-1868). Half of them have survived for

100-150 years and 30% of them for more than 200 years (see Figure 1.

and Figure 2).
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that even thecompanies which prosper as excellent companies at one

time, may experience a declinein their performance or sometimes go

bankrupt. However, it is said that a company must be a "going-con-

cern," and it is a basic premise that a company should survive and

exist forever.In other words, the most fundamental mission for both

large firms and SMCs is to develop a strategy for a long successful

existence.

From such a point of view, the strategic management of the old

established companies called "Shinise", which have survived over 100

years and established their brand names (Kanban), can be said to have

strategiesworth emulating. Therefore we would like to make it clearin

this paper, how these companies have been able to survive through the

years and howthey have overcome many environmental changes and

maintained their competitiveness. We would also like to clarify what

and how they have gained practicalexperiences and wisdom in this

paper.

Through answering these research questions, we can discover the

essence of thestrategiccorporate behaviors for long-lasting survival25.

Small and Medium Sized Companies Surviving over 200 Years

In Japan, there are only a few large centenarian companies the likes

of Mitsui, Mitsubishi and Sumitomo. In contrast with these large

companies, however, there are many small and medium sized

centenarian companies (SMCCs), which have overcome difficultiesand

changes in different eras. As the firststep to clarify management

secrets of these old establishedcompanies, we shallprovide an overview

of SMCCs based on quantitativeresearch.
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Sustainability of the Japanese Old

Established Companies

Naoto Iwasaki

Makoto Kanda

What is "Shinise" ?

Japanese small and medium sized companies (SMCs) have faced

criticalsituationsdue to the recent economic and industrialchanges

around the world, such as the recovery of the US economy and firms,

economic outcrop of companies in NIEs, and the production base of

Japanese companies' shifting abroad, all adding to the domestic

economic recession since 1991.

SMCs are under contract to the larger firms, which are gradually

attainingeconomic recovery through implementing business restructur-

ing and business process re-engineering (BPR). These factors

haveinfluenced the raison-d'etre of SMCs which have focused on

specificproducts and technologies,because large companies began to

produce components by themselves in order, to reduce the number of

components and product lines, and commonly to use common

components among differentproducts. These acts caused an increasein

the proportion of occupational change and the discontinuance of SMCs'

business compared with large firms, and make the difference of

performance between large firms and SMCs more notable".

It is not avoidable that many companies are born and/or die, and
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